Abstract-This letter proposes a generalized framework with joint normalization that learns lower dimensional subspaces with maximum discriminative power by using Riemannian geometry. We model the similarity/dissimilarity between subspaces using various metrics defined on Grassmannian and formulate dimensionality reduction as a nonlinear constraint optimization problem considering the orthogonalization. To obtain the linear mapping, we derive the components required to perform Riemannian optimization from the original Grassmannian through an orthonormal projection. We respect the Riemannian geometry of the Grassmann manifold and search for this projection directly from one Grassmann manifold to another face-to-face without any additional transformations. In this natural geometry-aware approach, any metric on the Grassmann manifold can theoretically reside in our model. We combine five metrics with our model, and the learning process is treated as an unconstrained optimization problem on a Grassmann manifold. Experiments on several datasets demonstrate that our approach leads to a significant accuracy gain over state-of-the-art methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

M
ODELING videos and image-sets by linear subspaces is beneficial in various visual recognition tasks. However, subspaces constructed from visual data are notoriously high dimensional, which in turn limits the applicability of existing techniques. Thus, the emergence of a dimensionality reduction method designed for subspaces to learn a low-dimensional and more discriminative space is extremely urgent. Furthermore, subspaces in visual data have a rigorous geometry that should be considered with the corresponding method of dimensionality reduction. Linear subspaces with the same dimensionality reside on a special type of Riemannian manifold, i.e., the Grassmann manifold, which has a nonlinear structure. Conventional methods, such as principal component analysis (PCA) [13] and linear discriminant analysis [16] , are devised for vectors in the flat Euclidean space instead of the curved Riemannian space. Simply applying these methods to subspaces may create distortions in the geometry. In this context, a natural question arises: How can popular dimensionality reduction techniques be extended to subspaces with Riemannian geometry?
In response to this issue, this letter proposes a manifold-tomanifold method to learn a low-dimensional and more discriminative Grassmann manifold in a generalized framework, which can be regarded as a geometry-aware dimensionality reduction of the Grassmann manifold (as shown in Fig. 1 ). Noted that our framework is suitable for any metric on the Grassmann manifold rather than being limited to the projection framework as [14] , [25] , and [27] . The main contributions of this letter are listed as follows.
1) We propose a method with the orthonormal constraint that learns a low-dimensional space of the Grassmann manifold from the high dimensional one, which maximizes the discriminative power of the classification. 2) We propose a generalized Grassmannian framework that is more extended and complete than other similar models [14] , [25] . Our model is more flexible and available for various metrics on the Grassmannian. 3) We model the dimensionality reduction as an optimization problem on Grassmannian with joint normalization considering the orthogonalization. This guarantees the reduced matrices endowed with the Grassmannian geometry in each iteration.
II. JOINT NORMALIZATION AND DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION ON GRASSMANNIAN
A. Proposed Method
We aim to learn a mapping W, which can map the Grassmann manifold in high dimensionality G(n, D) 1 to a lower one,
We aim to find a column full-rank matrix W ∈ R D ×d such that a general mapping f : This mapping can be regarded as a special type of dimensionality reduction of the Grassmann manifold, but we aim to find a new low-dimensional geometry in which two imagesets are close to each other if they belong to the same class and far apart if they do not. That is, given a set of image sets Γ = {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X N }, this geometry is structured by the affinity matrix G ∈ R N ×N , which is undirected and symmetric. Each element G(i, j) reflects the pairwise relationship of the ith image set and the jth one. The detailed notation of G will be provided in Section III.
When the affinity matrix G is given, we use different metrics to encode this structure into the low-dimensional manifold. Several prevalent Grassmannian distances that have many applications in [6] , [9] , and [10] are introduced in Table I . For this purpose, the objective function has the corresponding formula
where d : M × M → R + represents the metrics in Table I . As the metrics in (2) are subspace distances, W T X should be on the Grassmannian accordingly. However, W T X is not guaranteed to be on the Grassmann manifold even if W is an orthogonal matrix. Note that only the linear subspaces spanned by an orthonormal basis matrix can form a valid Grassmann manifold. To solve this issue, we use QR-decomposition to obtain the orthonormal components of W T X s.t. W T X = QR, where Q is the orthonormal matrix consisting of the first d columns and R is the invertible upper-triangular matrix.
1) Joint Normalization of Y:
As shown above, considering the orthogonalization, the cost function will result in the following formulation:
where
To avoid degeneracies of optimization and follow common practice in dimensionality reduction, we impose an orthogonality constraint on W such that W T W = I d . Finally, dimensionality reduction is written as the optimization problem that seeks the solution to W by minimizing the cost function (3)
From a mathematical perspective, the search space of W is on the Stiefel manifold if the minimization problem L(W ) has the orthogonality constraints, i.e., W T W = I d . Moreover, the objective function is invariant to the orthogonal group, i.e., L(W ) = L(W H) for any H ∈ O(n), which means that (3) is independent of the choice of basis spanned by W . Thus, (5) can be solved as an unconstrained minimization problem on  G(d, D) .
B. Optimization on the Riemannian Manifold
In practice, the solution to (5) can be sought through the conjugate gradient method [2] , [6] on G(d, D) , which is implemented in the ManOpt toolbox [3] . This nonlinear method essentially requires the gradient on the Riemannian manifold. The Riemannian gradient on G(d, D) can be computed as
where ∇ W L(W ) is the Euclidean gradient of L(W ) with respect to W, which is the Jacobian matrix of size D by d. In Section II-C, the detailed derivations of ∇ W L(W ) under different metrics are described.
C. Computing the Gradient
From the perspective of matrix backpropagation [15] , the gradient computation of L(W ) can be split into four steps
We consider them in reverse order from the objective down to the inputs. In the first part, the derivative of the objective function L (i.e., ∂L/∂Q 1 , ∂L/∂Q 2 ) can be calculated by the matrix chain rule. Then, we focus on the part receiving Y 1 or Y 2 as inputs and producing the corresponding orthogonal components (i.e., Q 1 or Q 2 ). These derivatives can be obtained with the application of Proposition 1. Finally, for the part taking W as an input and producing Y 1 or Y 2 , the derivatives are computed by the matrix chain rule (i.e.,
). Subsequently, the derivatives ∇ W L(W ) under different metrics are obtained as follows:
Remark 1: (Variations under the projection metric). The resulting partial derivative of L(W ) is
. G(n, D) .
TABLE II AVERAGE RECOGNITION RATES AND PARAMETER SETTINGS ON DIFFERENT DATASETS
For the other metrics, the form of
∂ W is the same as (7). Thus, these forms are omitted due to space constraints.
Remark 2: (Variations under the Fubini-study metric). The resulting partial derivative of L(W ) is
∂L ∂Q 1 = Q 2 ∂L ∂A T , ∂L ∂Q 2 = Q 1 ∂L ∂A where ∂ L ∂ A = −1 √ 1−|det(Q T 1 Q 2 )| 2 |det(Q T 1 Q 2 )|(Q T 2 Q 1 ) −1 .
Remark 3: (Variations under the Binet-Cauchy distance). The resulting partial derivative of L(W ) is
∂L ∂Q 1 = Q 2 ∂L ∂A T , ∂L ∂Q 2 = Q 1 ∂L ∂A where ∂ L ∂ A = −2 det(Q T 1 Q 2 ) Q T 2 Q 1 −1 .
Remark 4: (Variations under the projection kernel distance). The resulting partial derivative of L(W ) is
∂L ∂Q 1 = −4Q 2 Q T 2 Q 1 , ∂L ∂Q 2 = −4Q 1 Q T 1 Q 2 .
Remark 5: (Variations under the Binet-Cauchy kernel). The resulting partial derivative of L(W ) is
∂L ∂Q 1 = Q 2 B T ∂L ∂A + ∂L ∂A T , ∂L ∂Q 2 = Q 1 ∂L ∂A + ∂L ∂A T B where ∂L ∂A = det(BB T ) BB T −1 , B = Q T 1 Q 2 .
III. DEFINING THE AFFINITY MATRIX
Let y i denote the class label of the image set X i , with 1 ≤ y i ≤ C. Each element of the affinity matrix is expressed as
where G w is the within-class similarity graph and G b is the graph to measure the between-class similarity. Equation (8) resembles the maximum margin criterion of [20] . G w and G b are defined as
where N w (X i ) consists of k w neighbors that belong to the same label as X i and N b (X i ) is the set of k b neighbors that own different labels from X i . In practice, k w is defined as the minimum number of points in each class and the value of k b ≤ k w is set by cross validation to balance the relationship between G w and G b .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Settings
In our experiments, each image set is represented in the matrix form as X i = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . , x n ) , where x i ∈ R D corresponds to the vectorized feature of the ith frame. We model the linear subspace of X i as an element on the G(n, D) by preserving its first n singular-vectors by SVD. In theory, W can be initialized as a random D × d orthogonal matrix. In implementation, we simply initialize W as the D × d identity matrix. All algorithms used in our experiments are referenced as follows.
1) NN-P/FS/PK/BC/BCK: NN classifier based on the
2) P/FS/PK/BC/BCK-DR: NN classifier with different metric on the low-dimensional Grassmann manifold. 3) GGDA [12] /GGDA-DR: Graph-embedding Grassmann discriminant analysis/on the learning manifold. 4) GDL [11] /GDL-DR: Grassmann dictionary learning/on the learning manifold with our method. 5) PML [14] : Projection metric learning on Grassmannian. 6) GPCA/VGG: Subspaces with low-dimensional/highdimensional CNN features obtained by PCA/VGG.
B. Datasets
The ETH-80 dataset [18] contains 3280 images of eight object categories. Each image is resized to the size of 20 × 20. We generate 80 points on G(3,400) based on the gray feature.
The Extended Yale B dataset [19] contains 2432 face images of 38 human subjects under 64 different illumination conditions. All images used are front face images, which are manually aligned, cropped, and then resized to a size of 20×20. We generate Grassmann points based on the gray feature.
JHMDB dataset [17] is a challenging dataset on activity recognition with more variations in scenes and viewpoints, which can be used to examine the robustness of the proposed methods in noisy scenarios. We employ the Matconvnet [24] to extract CNN features on the FC6 2 layer of the VGG-16 Net [22] . The model is pretrained on Imagenet [5] , and then fine-tuned on the data from the training sets of JHMDB and UCF101 [23] datasets. The performances of state-of-the-art methods presented in recent literature on this dataset are also provided Table II. Experimental results for the classification tasks are shown in Table II . Noted that the blue numbers represent the results that obtain the best improvement by our method and the pink numbers represent the best classification accuracies in each dataset. In the original manifold, NN-P and NN-PK are better than the other three metrics by a large margin. However, after the dimensionality reduction, the results under five metrics reach a competitive level enhanced by our method. Both the GDL-DR and GGDA-DR improve the original methods and outperform the other competing methods.
V. DISCUSSION
The general convergence analysis of the Newton method on Grassmannian has been theoretically described in [1] . Fig. 2 illustrates the typical convergence behavior of our method in the ETH-80 dataset. In practice, it is observed that the algorithm generally converges speedily in less than 25 iterations. Because we aim to learn a discriminative low-dimensional manifold G (n, d) from G(n, D) , the impact of the setting of the reduced dimensionality (i.e., d) should also be considered. For this reason, the performances of our method with different d on the Extended Yale B and JHMDB datasets are reported in Fig. 3 . It is gratifying that our method delivers favorable performance with a desirable low dimensionality, and the impact of d tends to be mild when d is sufficiently large. 
TABLE III RUNNING TIME (SECONDS) UNDER DIFFERENT METRICS
Finally, we compare the capabilities of the five metrics in Table I . From the experimental evaluations above, d pro and d pk yield better results than the remaining metrics possibly because these metrics compute the distances related to the cosine or sine of the principal angles between the subspaces. d pro and d pk are based on the accumulation operation, whereas the other metrics are based on multiplications. Luckily, these metrics lead to competitive results on the learning manifold by our method. We also compare the running time of our method under different metrics on the Extended Yale B dataset in Table III . The time cost of d pro is high because the computation complexity of X i X T j is greater than that of X T i X j when the subspace dimension is large. From the perspectives of the time cost and accuracy, d pk is a suitable choice for our model.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We introduced a novel supervised algorithm to learn a lowdimensional and more discriminative Grassmann manifold from the original one under different metrics. Learning can be modeled as an optimization problem on a Grassmann manifold. Our new approach serves as not only a dimensionality reduction method but also a discriminant learning technique for the Grassmann manifold. Our experimental evaluation has demonstrated that the resulting low-dimensional Grassmann manifold leads to state-of-the-art recognition accuracies on several challenging datasets.
